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Abstract

We report the observation of bi-directional coupling between a mechanical oscillator
and the center-of-mass motion of ultracold atoms. Our experiment realizes a recently
proposed system [1] in which an optical lattice mediates a long-distance coupling between
laser-cooled atoms and a micromechanical membrane. We detect both the effect of the
vibrating membrane onto the atoms as well as the effect of the atoms onto the membrane
and find reasonable agreement with a simple theoretical model. Coupling ultracold atoms
to mechanical oscillators opens the exciting perspective of using the tools of atomic
physics to read out, cool, and coherently manipulate the oscillators’ state [2, 3].
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Figure 1: Schematic of our setup: A laser field impinging from the right is partially
reflected off a dielectric membrane and forms a standing wave optical potential for an
atomic ensemble. Vibrations of the membrane’s fundamental mode will shift the standing
wave field, shaking atoms in the optical lattice. Conversely, oscillations of the atomic
cloud (center of mass motion) will change the intensity of left/right propagating field
components, thus shaking the membrane via changing the radiation pressure on it.
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